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This pocket-sized guide of man skills may be the little black book every modern man needs.   For
everything from car maintenance to grilling instructions to wardrobe tips and even more, this
handy reference features everything a guy should know (but probably doesn’t).      How to
Negotiate a Raise?  How to Cast a Fishing Rod?        How to Bet on Horses?    How to Give a Great
Therapeutic massage ·     Including:    ·     · Five Pick-Up Lines in Five Different Languages? ·       ·   
How to Make the Perfect Martini?      ·       
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Ended up being a pretty damn good fire Single mom of a senior in high school. Its just what I was
expecting, the author even has a love of life which makes it a fun and informative read.
THEREFORE I gave him this book at Christmas. Several days later on Christmas Eve, the family
members wanted to build a fire to warm them up while you're watching fireworks. My son
jumped to the duty of building the fire because he examine how in this publication. Ended up
being a pretty damn great fire. I was very impressed. The book is usually pocket sized and
durable hardcover. From the desk of contents and the preview webpages the "Stuff Every Guy
Should Know" is a useless suggestions book. Shipped earlier than anticipated! It ain’t rocket
research, it’s people research. If something had been to happen to this book, I would gladly re
order. A handy instruction for any occasion where a guy may feel captured in, was an excellent
buy! I gave this one simply because a funny present and it is ideal for people with deep ... I gave
this one mainly because a funny present and it is best for people with deep humors and folks
you know will laugh about it! Five Stars pretty lovely idea for a stocking stuffer or gift Fun
publication! Gave it to my 14 yr old .. Pass.The title is a takeoff on a famous advice book to
teenagers published and revised by the editors of Esquire on the decades. Some guidelines were
inappropriate for his age group but it was a good laugh The most important thing I discovered is
that I am not the only one who needs to learn this stuff. Gave it to my 14 yr old nephew and he
treasured it. 1 dollar a glass or two for a bartender? Didn't want to send my son out in to the
world unprepared. Fifty percent to two thirds of the stuff in the reserve I currently knew but
believed it would be a good buy for my loved one. I like the info on fishing and trying knots in
addition to how to properly setup a campfire. As for the non-public behavior and romantic
relationship with girls or ladies, it is just usefull for boys wanting to be completely stuck in
adolescents! Usually do not buy it. But I am happy with the purchase Cute small book for guys. I
bought it for a 35 yr older Navy Sailor who went on deployment. Ought to be titled, “how to
become a douche, but only a medium sized douche. But I am happy with the purchase. My
hubby is gonna laugh Love it it’s tiny but it’s filled with jokes and useful what to know Superficial
and silly advice I actually was intrigued by the title just as one Christmas gift. Fun book! Esquire is
the grandfather of modern men's magazine, founded in 1933. Shipped a week faster than
mentioned! The how-to information on practical matters, such as for example knotting a tie, or
lighting a camp fire (not that essential), head to Youtube where it really is provided in even more
detail--and for free. One Star Waste of money. Came fast, what they promised, fun stuff inside
Fair quantity of good things in there. I believe he understood most everything in the book. Most
of this stuff applies to mid westerners. 1 dollar a bag? I love this book. This reserve is written by
people who have zero experience in the hospitality sector. Very little usable info. Keep me a buck
on a cocktail at my bar, I’m likely to ignore you and look after the guys that look after my team.
Don’t purchase this book, use common sense. Also fairly humourous.. Trust me! It’s an
extremely primitive book. You get what you pay for. Definitely not compiled by a man’s man.
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